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Abstract
In this paper, we present the algorithm that alters the subset of marginals of multi-
variate standard distributed data into such modelled by an Archimedean copula. Proposed
algorithm leaves a correlation matrix almost unchanged, but introduces a higher order cor-
relation into a subset of marginals. Our data transformation algorithm can be used to
analyse whether particular machine learning algorithm, especially a dimensionality reduc-
tion one, utilises higher order correlations or not. We present an exemplary application on
two features selection algorithms, mention that features selection is one of the approaches to
dimensionality reduction. To measure higher order correlation, we use multivariate higher
order cumulants, hence to utilises higher order correlations be to use the Joint Skewness
Band Selection (JSBS) algorithm that uses third-order multivariate cumulant. We show the
robust performance of the JSBS in contrary to the poor performance of the Maximum El-
lipsoid Volume (MEV) algorithm that does not utilise such higher order correlations. With
this result, we confirm the potential application of our data generation algorithm to analyse
a performance of various dimensionality reduction algorithms.
Keywords: Archimedean copulas, Higher order correlations, Cumulant tensors, Dimensionality
reduction, Joint Skewness Band Selection, Data generation.
1 Introduction
While analysing real-life multivariate data such as financial data, e-commerce data, biomedical
data, audio signals or high resolution images [1–5], we have many features that carry valuable
information. However, if a number of features is large, the computational cost of proceeding such
data is high. To transfer such data to a smaller set of features, in such a way that most of the
meaningful information is preserved, we can use a dimensionality reduction scheme [6]. Many
dimensionality reduction schemes asses the importance of features by analysing their correlation
or covariance. Hence, assuming that data follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution [7]. Such
methods may be ineffective if dealing with information hidden in higher order correlations. As
an example, one can consider the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [8] that converts data
into a subset of independent features via linear transformations determined by the eigenvectors
of a covariance matrix. The PCA works well on data for which the second order correlations
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dominate. However, the real data may possess higher order dependencies [9–12], which in turn
may change the optimal result.
While it is usually easy to determine how higher correlations are considered for statistics
based algorithm, in more advanced machine-learning algorithms it is not obvious to what ex-
tend higher order correlations influence the output. As a straight example consider a Kernel
enhanced PCA [13,14] or Kernel enhanced discriminant analysis [15], where the method’s utility
depends on the particular choice of the Kernel function given a particular data set. For further
discussion of non linear dimensionality reduction algorithms see also [16]. There is as well a
neural network approach to dimensionality reduction [17] where a dimensionality reduction for
an outlier detection was performed by means of a neural networks on both artificially generated
and real data. Another neural networks example that uses auto-encoders is discussed in [18,19].
The properly configured neural network (using auto-encoders) detects subtle anomalies success-
fully, but the PCA fails. This suggest the sensitivity of such neural networks on higher order
correlations.
The main contributions of the presented work is the algorithm transforming multivariate
Gaussian distributed data into non-Gaussian distributed one. We argue that such algorithm may
be applicable to analyse various dimensionality reduction algorithms. More precisely, we present
a method of transforming Gaussian distributed data into such with higher order correlations
inside a chosen subset of marginals, but with a covariance (second order correlations) similar
to those of original data. This is done by means of various Archimedean copulas [20], hence
in addition all univariate marginal distributions are unchanged. In order to show that our
method works properly, we have tested it on two distinct features selection algorithms: the
MEV (Maximum Ellipsoid Volume) [21], that select features (a subset of marginals) on a basis
of second order correlations, and the JSBS (Joint Skewness Band Selection) [22], that select
features on a basis of third order correlations. To measure this correlations we use second and
third order multivariate cumulants. We show that in contrary to MEV the JSBS can detect
a subset of marginals that exhibit higher order correlations. The MEV is ineffective since the
covariance matrix is almost unchanged by a data transformation.
To provide the tool for machine-learning scientists, the presented algorithm is implemented
in the Julia programming language [23] and is available on a GitHub repository [24]. The
Julia is high level programming language, suitable for scientific computations, because it is
open source and the code can be analysed and reviewed by scientist. Apart from this, linear
operations and random sampling operations implemented in the Julia takes significantly less
of the processor time than similar operations implemented in other well known programming
languages, see [23]. Finally Julia is easily accessible from Pyhon containing a large collection
of machine-learning tools.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we provides basic facts concerning multivari-
ate distribution and feature discrimination algorithms. In Sec. 3 we present and analyse our
algorithm using MEV and JSBS algorithms. In Sec. 4 we sum up our results and discuss its
applications and extensions.
2 Preliminaries
To measure higher order correlations between features we use higher order multivariate cu-
mulants. A multivariate cumulant is a multivariate extension of corresponding univariate cu-
mulant [25]. As such a multivariate cumulant of order d can be represented in a form of a
super-symmetric tensor Md ∈ R[n,d] [26, 27]. Such cumulant’s tensor is the d-dimensional array
indexed by i = (i1, . . . , id). The super-symmetry means here, that each permutation within i
gives the index that refers to the same value of the tensor as i. Note that the first cumulant is an
expectation and the second is a covariance matrix, that both fully describe Gaussian multivari-
ate distribution. Importantly for Gaussian multivariate distribution cumulants of order higher
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Table 1: Definition of Gumbel, Clayton and Ali-Mikhail-Haq copulas, and a possible correlation
values. Note that Spearman’s correlation ρ does not depend on choice of univariate marginal
distributions.
Copula name θ values ψθ(t) ρ values
Gumbel [1,∞) exp(−t 1θ ) [0, 1)
Clayton (0,∞) (1 + t)−1θ (0, 1)
AMH (0, 1) 1−θexp(t)−θ (0, 1/2)
than 2, called higher order cumulants, are zero [28, 29]. Concluding we have zero higher order
correlations there.
Non-zero higher order correlations can be introduced by means of copulas. A copula C(u) :
[0, 1]n → [0, 1] is a join multivariate cumulative distribution function with uniform marginal
on a [0, 1] segment [30]. A sub-copula Cr at index r = (r1, . . . , rk) ⊂ (1, . . . , n) is a joint
multivariate cumulative distribution of a r subset of marginals. There is an important family
of copulas called Archimedean copulas, recently used to model various types of real life data
such as: financial data [31–34], hydrological data [35, 36], signals [37], wireless communication
data [38] or biomedical data [39]. The Archimedean copula is introduced by a copula generator
function ψ.
Let ψθ : [0,∞)→ [0, 1] be continuous function, parametrised by θ, such that ψθ(0) = 1 and
ψθ(∞) = 0. Furthermore let ψθ be a strictly decreasing function on [0, inf ψ−1θ ({0})], where ψ−1θ
is its pseudoinverse fulfilling ψ−1(0) = inf{u : ψ(u) = 0}. Finally let ψθ be the n-monotone
in [0,∞) according to Definition 2.3 in [20]. Having introduced the generator function, the
Archimedean copula takes the following form
[0, 1] 3 C(u) = ψ
(
n∑
i=1
ψ−1(ui)
)
, (1)
where u ∈ [0, 1]n. Well known examples of Archimedean copulas are Gumbel, Clayton and Ali-
Mikhail-Haq (AMH) [40] ones. All of them are parametrized by a single real-value parameter
θ. A properties of those copulas are presented in Table 1. The Spearman’s correlation between
marginal variables Xi1 ,Xi2 modelled by a copula C takes the form [41]
ρ(Xi1 ,Xi2) = 12
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
C(i1,i2)(u1, u2)du1du2 − 3, (2)
where C(i1,i2) is a sub-copula for marginal variables Xi1 and Xi2 . For copulas presented in Tab. 1
the Spearman’s correlation depends monotonically on the θ parameter, and hence uniquely de-
termines it, see Fig. 1. However for Archimedean copulas such bivariate Spearmann’s correlation
do not carry all information about dependency between marginals.
In contrary to multivariate Gaussian distribution, higher order cumulants for Archimedean
copula are not necessarily zero tensors, see Fig. 2. This fact implies higher order dependence
between marginals. Due to its symmetry, an Archimedean copula with identical univariate
marginal distributions produces only three distinct elements of the 3rd cumulant’s tensor. Those
are the super-diagonal element, the partial-diagonal one and the off-diagonal one. The covariance
matrix of such copula model that have only two distinct elements: the diagonal one and the
off-diagonal one.
For sampling Archimedean copulas we use modified Marshall-Olkin Algorithm. The orig-
inal algorithm is presented in Alg. 1. Note that the algorithm requires sample of inverse
Laplace–Stieltjes transform L−1ψθ of the Archimedean copula generator ψθ.
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Figure 1: Relation between copula’s parameter θ and Spearman’s correlation given by Eq. (2)
for various Archimedean copulas.
Algorithm 1 Marshall-Olkin algorithm [43,44] sampling an Archimedean copula.
1: Input: ψθ – generating function of the Archimedean copula, x – k samples of U(0, 1)
distribution, y – sample of U(0, 1) distribution.
2: Output: sample of Archimedean copula.
3: function arch_sampler(ψθ, x, v)
4: v = quantileL−1(ψθ)(y)
5: k = length(x)
6: for i = 1, . . . , k do
7: ui ← ψθ
(− log(xi)
v
)
8: end for
9: return (u1, . . . , uk)
10: end function
2.1 MEV and JSBS algorithms
Having introduced multivariate cumulants we can discuss now cumulants based features selection
algorithms. Let Rt×n 3 X = (X1, . . . , Xn) = (x1, . . . ,xt)ᵀ be the n dimensional sample from
the random vector X = (X1, . . . ,Xn). Here Xi = (x1,i, . . . xt,i)ᵀ ∈ Rt is a vector of t realisations
of ith feature (marginal) while xl = (xl,i, . . . xl,n) ∈ Rn a single realisation of X . The feature
selection algorithm chooses a subset {Xi1 , . . . ,Xik}, which should provide as much information as
possible comparing to original X . Alternatively the feature selection problem can be understood
as providing new order of marginals (Xj1 , . . .Xjn), which represents their importance. Then for
fixed k subset {Xj1 ,Xj2 , . . . ,Xjk} are a representative collection of the original X .
MEV (Maximum Ellipsoid Volume) [21] is a feature selection algorithm, that iteratively
removes the least informative variable. The choice bases on the maximisation of a hyper-ellipsoid
volume in a eigenvector space of a covariance matrix of reminding marginals. In details for
each marginal variable Xi the algorithm computes a determinant of subcovariance matrix which
is constructed from the original one by removing i-th column and row. The variable, which
provides smallest determinant is considered to be the least informative at this point. Then
the MEV algorithm recursively searches for consecutive variable in remaining collection. This
procedure provides the information order of marginal variables. However, as described above,
the MEV algorithm is based on the covariance matrix being a second cumulant of multivariate
data. Hence if for some subset of marginals cumulant of higher order is non-zero, it may be
4
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(b) Gumbel copula.
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(c) AMH copula.
Figure 2: Distinguishable elements of 3th cumulant tensor for Archimedean copulas with Gaus-
sian standard univariate marginals, computed for t = 106 samples. Due to symmetry properties
of the Archimedean copulas only 3 elements are distinguishable: the super-diagonal element at
index i = (1, 1, 1), the partial-diagonal element at index i = (1, 1, 2) and the off-diagonal element
at index i = (1, 2, 3). In a case of the Clayton copula we present theoretical outcomes [42] that
are consistent with simulation ones, errors of simulation outcomes are negligible. The super-
diagonal element values are zero due to univariate Gaussian marginals. Apart from this other
cumulants’ elements are non-zero.
ignored by the MEV algorithm.
The JSBS [22] algorithm is a natural extension of MEV algorithm, which analyse the third-
order multivariate cumulant. Since such cumulant can be represented as the 3-mode tensor,
for which determinant is not well defined, in [22] authors have optimized the following target
function:
JS(X) =
√√√√det [M3(1)(M3(1))>]
det3(M2)
, (3)
where M3(1) is an unfolded third cumulant M
3 in mode 1 and M2 is a covariance matrix. As
cumulants are super-symmetric [26, 27], it is not important in which mode they are unfolded.
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The JS (Joint Skewness) can be interpreted as product of singular values taken from HOSVD of
the third cumulant’s tensor divided by the product of the covariance matrix eigenvalues raised
to power 3.
3 The algorithm
In this section we propose and analyse algorithm, which transforms part of the normally dis-
tributed data. Our goal is to replace part of the originally Gaussian data by samples distributed
according to various copulas. Our algorithm allows replacing arbitrary subset of marginal vari-
ables of size k by chosen Archimedean copula. In particular we focused on copulas presented
in Sec. 2. We use proposed algorithm to show difference between detection using the MEV and
the JSBS algorithm.
3.1 Data malformation algorithm
Suppose we have X ∈ Rt×n that are t samples from Gaussian n-variate distribution and we
want to replace all realisations of i1, . . . , ik marginals, i.e. Xi1 , . . . , Xik by X
′
i1
, . . . , X ′ik modelled
by Archimedean k-variate copula, but leave unchanged other marginals i.e. those indexed by
{1, . . . , n}\{i1, . . . , ik}. If we denote new data by X′, ideally we would expect cor(X) = cor(X′)
to make a transformation hard to detect by methods using the second order correlations only.
Our algorithm, presented in Alg. 2, takes several steps: first data are standardized, so all
marginal variables have zero mean and variance 1. Then based on these we produce new t
samples of (k + 1)-variate random vector with independent marginals, all distributed accord-
ing to U(0, 1) i.e. uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Those new core samples are generated in an
information preserving way using Alg. 3 or naively for reference. Then the parametrization θ
of Archimedean copula is derived. New samples are produced by means of Alg. 1 given core
samples and the θ parameter. Finally original univariate distributions (Gaussian in our case)
are recovered.
Let us first focus on the parameter θ derivation. While several approaches can be considered
here, our method bases on the fact that correlation matrix of the Archimedean copula is constant
outside the diagonal. We calculate the mean value of an upper-triangle of the Spearman’s
correlation matrix of data [Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xik ], and then recover the θ value thanks to Eq. (2).
Now let us consider the second part of the algorithm, which is presented in Alg. 3. Ob-
serve first, that Alg. 1 converts k + 1 samples of U(0, 1) distribution into a sample of k-variate
Archimedean copula. The naive approach would be to generate independently elements of
Xcore ∈ [0, 1]t×(k+1) from U(0, 1) distribution, and transform them using Alg. 1 to t samples of
k-variate Archimedean copula. Finally one transforms univariate marginals by quantile func-
tions of original univariate frequency distributions (Gaussian in our case) to X ′i1 , . . . , X
′
ik
. Such
naive approach preserves univariate marginal distributions due to the copula approach, and
roughly preserves a correlation inside a subset i1, . . . , ik if copula parameter is chosen properly,
but results in almost no correlation between changed and not-changed marginals. This implies
cor(X) 6≈ cor(X′), which would made a detection easy for methods based on the second order
correlation (the covariance matrix).
To overcome this problem we need to collect information about the general correlation be-
tween subsets of k changed and n− k non changed marginals and input it into Alg. 1. To store
such information we use the (k+1)th column of Xcore matrix i.e. the vector Xcorek+1 and substitute
its elements for y in Alg. 1. In this algorithm we use a function
f(xi, v) = ψθ
(− log(xi)
v
)
(4)
to compute a sample of ith marginal of the Archimedean copula. By the Archimedean copula
generator definition, such function is strictly increasing in v for an arbitrary constant xi ∈ (0, 1).
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Furthermore, v is a sample of inverse Laplace–Stieltjes transform of the copula generator L−1ψθ ,
which is the CDF function for the range of θ considered in this paper, see Tab. 1 and [44]. Its
inverse (a quantile function) quantileL−1(ψθ) is strictly increasing if L
−1
ψθ
is continuous and non-
decreasing if L−1ψθ is discrete. Hence the composition f(quantileL−1(ψθ)(y)) is strictly increasing
for continuous L−1ψθ , and non-decreasing for discrete L
−1
ψθ
.
In a case of the Gumbel and the Clayton copula we have [44]
ψθ(s) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−svdL−1ψθ (v) = E
(
e−sV
)
(5)
for s ∈ [0,∞), where V is a random variable that is distributed according to L−1ψθ . In this
case, if we extract most of information about the correlation between k changed and n − k
unchanged marginals into vector Xcorek+1 , we can carry this information (in a sense of ordering)
through Alg. 1. In a case of the AMH copula we have discrete L−1ψθ fulfilling a discrete version
of the transform. In this case some information may be lost, since the function in not strictly
increasing. Finally let us take a particular case of the Gumbel copula where L−1ψθ is a Lévy stable
distribution [44] without analytical form. Still, its element-wise sampling is discussed in [45,46].
Hence we sample t realisations of appropriate Lévy stable distribution using [45,46] and sort an
outcome according to Xcorek+1 . Such generated data is used in Alg 1. Since for large t outcome
would converge to those from quantile function, we found our approach well motivated. This
approach can be used for other copulas not considered in this paper, for which L−1ψθ is not known.
Following this discussion, our approach to preserve a correlation between k changed marginals
and n−k unchanged marginals concerns preparing Xcore from data included in k marginals that
are changed. For the sake of Alg. 1, Xcore must contain t realisations of k + 1 independent
uniform marginals [43, 44]. However those marginals can be correlated with reminding n − k
marginals of unchanged data, which should be preserve in changed data. Hence in Alg. 3
the eigenvector decomposition is performed in such a way that (k + 1)th eigenvalue is highest,
i.e. (k + 1)th marginal carries largest information. We include this information in Xcorek+1 . Note
that function (4) is strictly increasing in xi for constant v ∈ (0, 1) as well. Hence substituting
elements of Xcore1 , . . . , Xcorek for x in Alg. 1 will carry an information through the Algorithm as
well. We call it local information since Xcorei correspond to the i
th marginal of the Archimedean
copula. It is in contrary toXcorek+1 that carry global information via v in Equation (4). Concluding,
in our approach the global information is more significant that the local one.
Algorithms presented here are implemented in a Julia programming language [23] and can
be found on a GitHub repository [24], see gcop2arch function therein.
3.2 MEV vs JSBS algorithms
In this section we show, that our algorithm generates data which distinguishes MEV and JSBS al-
gorithms. Our experiment is based on 100-dimensional vector. We chose random covariance ma-
trix Σ with ones on a diagonal, and generate 105 multivariate normal samples with 0 mean vector
and covariance Σ. The covariance matrix was chosen as follows. First we choseM ∈ Rn×n, which
elements are distributed according to uniform distribution U(0, 1). Let DM = diagm(MM>)
be diagonal matrix of MM>. Our covariance matrix take form Σ = DM−
1
2MM>DM−
1
2 .
Then 8 random variables were changed according to our algorithm, using both core pre-
sented in Alg. 3 and core_naive, which generates samples according to uniform distribution.
First kind of samples was considered using MEV and JSBS algorithms, second kind were anal-
ysed using MEV algorithm only.
In Fig. 3 we present exemplary results on data malformed using Gumbel copula. The figure
presents how many from 8 detected marginals are the malformed one. We observe, that in each
case the JSBS algorithm have detected all malformed marginals. The MEV yields result similar
to the random guess algorithm. Contrary we can see, that malformed data by means of the
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Algorithm 2 Change a part of multivariate normal distributed data into Archimedean copula
distributed one with similar covariance; X[:, ind] is a shortage for ‘all elements with second index
in ind’.
1: Input: X ∈ Rt,n – t realization of n-variate normal distribution, dist – label denoting
replacing Archimedean copula, ind – variables indexes which are replaced.
2: Output: malformed data Xout within copula dist on marginal subset ind.
3: function arch_copula_malformation(X, dist, ind)
4: S← variance diagonal matrix of X
5: µ← mean vector of X
6: k ← length of ind
7: for i = 1, . . . , t do
8: xstdi ← S−
1
2 (xi − µ)
9: end for
10: XU ← cdfN (0,1)(Xstd) . XU ∈ [0, 1]t×n
11:
12: Xcore ← core(Xstd[:, ind]) . or with core_naive(ind)
13: derive generator ψθ given dist
14: derive parameter θ based on Xstd[:, ind]
15: for i = 1, . . . , t do
16: xUi [ind]← arch sampler(ψθ,xcorei [1, . . . , k], xcorei,k+1)
17: xouti ← S
1
2 (quantileN (0,1)(xUi ) + µ)
18: end for
19: return Xout
20: end function
naive algorithm core_naive were partially detected by the MEV. We explain this fact by the
large influence of the naive algorithm on the covariance matrix, see Fig. 3b. As discussed in the
previous subsection, in the naive algorithm case we have zero correlation between malformed
and not malformed subsets, which is not true in the core algorithm case.
3.3 Algorithm analysis
In this section we analyse our algorithms using Clayton, Gumbel and AMH Archimedean copulas
and different covariance matrices generators. In particular we have analysed
1. true random covariance matrix Σr, generated as described in Section 3.2,
2. constant correlation matrix Σcα, where the correlation between two different marginal ran-
dom variables equal to a free parameter α ∈ [0, 1],
3. Toeplitz correlation matrix ΣTρ , where the correlation between i-th and j-th elements equals
ρ|i−j| for ρ ∈ [0, 1],
4. noised version of Toeplitz correlation matrix ΣTρ,ε [47], where ε corresponds to noise impact.
Our measure of goodness of discrimination is the percentage of correctly discriminated vari-
ables, i.e. if pth experiment has correctly recognized rp malformed variables, then the mean
discriminability is defined as
D¯ =
100∑
p=1
rp
8
. (6)
Note that D¯ = 1 is achieved when all malformed variables were correctly recognized for all
experiments. Remark, that random guess would give the expectedly discriminability D¯theor =
8
Algorithm 3 core function for generating initial data form multivariate uniform distribution
1: Input: Xstandard ∈ Rt,k - t realization of k-variate normal distribution with standard normal
marginals
2: Output: Xcore ∈ Rt,k+1 – t realisations of k + 1 independent U(0, 1).
3: function core(X)
4: X← X,randomN (0,1)(t) . ∈ Rt,k+1, append (k + 1)th column from N (0, 1)
5: Σ← cor(X)
6: λ,U ← eigenvals(Σ),eigenvec(Σ) . λ1 < . . . < λk+1
7: for l=1,. . . , t do
8: xl ← xl · U
9: for i=1,. . . , k+1 do
10: xcorel,i ← cdfN (0,√λi)(xl,i)
11: end for
12: end for
13: return Xcore
14: end function
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Figure 3: Comparison of the core and the naive algorithms on data malformed using Gumbel
copula. 3a: number of experiments, for which given number of malformed marginals were
found. ‘theoretical’ is the theoretical number of ‘detected’ marginals in the case of a random
guess. In all cases we have malformed 8 marginals an analyse 8 detected ones (left from the
elimination procedure). 3b: relative change of covariance matrix calculated according to ‖Σorig−
Σnew‖/‖Σorig‖ for all experiments.
0.08. We claim, that our algorithm works well if the discriminability of MEV algorithm is close
to the theoretical, while for JSBS it is much higher.
Let us analyze the algorithm. In Fig. 4 we show that its efficiency depends both on the choice
of the correlation matrix generation method and the Archimedean copula used in the algorithm.
For constant correlation matrix, the JSBS achieves full discriminability for all copulas, however
the MEV still produces discriminability much higher than the random choice, especially in the
AMH copula case given the ρ > 0.5 parameter of a constant correlation matrix. For random
correlation matrix generation, JSBS achieved almost full discriminability for all copulas. In the
case of MEV the efficiency was high for AMH, but small for Gumbel copula.
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Figure 4: Comparison of 4a MEV and 4b JSBS algorithms on malformed data using the core
algorithm, different copulas, and different methods of covariance matrices generation. Note for
constant and random covariance matrices JSBS achieve full efficiency.
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Figure 5: Efficiency of 5a the MEV and 5b the JSBS algorithm for noised Toeplitz correlation
matrix with parameter ρ = 0.3. Note that the MEV discriminability is not affected significantly
by the noise parameter ε value, while the JSBS discriminability in general rises with the noise
strength.
Note, that the AMH copula can achieve only ρ ∈ (0, 0.5) correlation, hence covariance
matrices, implying high overall correlations, may be affected by the algorithm with the AMH
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copula. Further as discussed in subsection 3.1 the algorithm with the AMH copula may lose
some information due to the discrete inverse Laplace–Stieltjes transform of the AMH copula
generator. This observation may explain higher detectability by the MEV of data malformed
using the AMH copula and constant correlation matrix parametrised by ρ < 0.5.
The best stability of results can be observed for Toepltiz correlation matrices. Here the
MEV achieves similar efficiency as the random choice for ρ ≤ 0.7. The JSBS achieves good
discriminability, for all copulas, starting from the Toeplitz parameter ρ = 0.3. Here the Clayton
copula produces almost full efficiency.
In Fig. 5 we present impact of noise in the Toeplitz correlation matrix, on the detection
performance. We observe that MEV performance does not depend on the noise parameter
significantly. This is not the case for the JSBS, where in the case of Gumbel and AMH copulas
the larger the noise parameter ε, the higher the discriminability is. The Clayton copula outcomes
are good for all values of the ε.
To conclude, the introduction of noise improves JSBS’s and MEV’s detection, but in the
latter the case the change is negligible. In our opinion, this is due to the fact, that we lose
some information while performing data malformed using the core algorithm, however this lose
is small enough to be hidden in the noise.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented and analysed algorithm, which replaces a chosen subset of marginals,
initially distributed by a multivariate Gaussian distribution by those distributed according to
an Archimedean copula. While our algorithm is designed for particular Archimedean families,
it can be easily generalised to other Archimedean copulas. The correctness of our algorithm was
numerically confirmed by comparing two distinct feature selection algorithms: the JSBS that
utilises higher order correlations and the MEV that does not utilise higher order correlations. The
comparison was performed for a various choice of correlation matrices. While for some correlation
matrices MEV has provided almost random results, JSBS in most cases has given almost full
discrimination. Hence in our opinion, the algorithm can be used to provide data for analysis
of various complicated machine-learning algorithms. Such analysis would determine, whether
the algorithm utilises higher order correlations or not. One should note that our algorithm
does not affect a covariance matrix significantly and leaves all univariate marginal distributions
unchanged as well as it does not reshuffle realisations of data. It is why the algorithm does not
introduce other factors apart from higher order correlations.
The resulting algorithm can be generalised in various direction. First, we believe that the
effect on a covariance matrix can be diminished, this would reduce discriminability of the MEV
algorithm. Second, the algorithm can be generalised into a more extensive collection of copulas,
not necessarily involving Archimedean ones. We can mention here the Marshall-Olkin bivariate
copula or the Fréchet maximal copula derived from the Fréchet–Hoeffding upper copula bound.
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